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Learning Objectives  

Week beginning: 12/07/21 

Summer Term 2021 

If your child is isolating this week and is well enough to work, the grid below gives you an overview of the schoolwork they will need to complete to 
ensure they don’t miss any learning. Resources to accompany the lessons below can be emailed directly to you or printed for you to collect. To request 
resources, ring the main school office or email the year group.  
As during the lockdown in January/February, you can contact the class teachers via email and send work in. Staff will check the year group email once a 
day. 

 Objectives    

Maths  Power Maths – these lessons have been allocated to your child’s Bug Club Account. 
 
Year 5 Unit 17: Measure – Volume and Capacity. 
Lesson 1 – What is Volume? 
Lesson 2 – Comparing Volumes 
Lesson 3 – Estimating Volumes 
Lesson 4 – Estimating capacity 

Reading Vocabulary Boost – LO: To understand and apply high level vocabulary. 
Inference Iggy – LO: To decipher the meaning of a poem. 
Retriver Rex – LO: To retrieve information from a text. 

Handwriting  https://www.st-james.dudley.sch.uk/handwriting-pratice-ks2-joining 

GPS LO: To use correct verb prefixes. 

Spelling Spring Week 7 

Art LO: To understand how visual language can be used to communicate personality and interests. 
LO: To work collaboratively to a specific design brief. 
LO: To design a product which is appealing and purposeful. 
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PE Monday (Playground) – Athletics 
Wednesday PM – Sports Day 
Friday (Field) – Rugby Coach 

PSHE LO: To reflect on our experiences of year 5.  

Poem of the week 
Back to School for 
Year 6 

The End of the Year 

The end has come so very quick-                                                                                                                                                                               
It’s time to move along                                                                                                                                                                                            
The final days of this school year                                                                                                                                                                    
have been and now are gone. 

This year has been so wonderful;                                                                                                                                                                     
the time has gone so fast,                                                                                                                                                                             
We’ve learnt so much; had so much fun -                                                                                                                                                             
the time’s just whizzed right past. 

Enjoy your summer holidays                                                                                                                                                                                    
and get some well earned rest,                                                                                                                                                                           
To start the new year full of beans;                                                                                                                                                                               
prepared to try your best.  

Your next teacher’s the lucky one -                                                                                                                                                                       
I’m certain this is true.                                                                                                                                                                                      
Because they get to teach and spend                                                                                                                                                                              
the time next year with you. 
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